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A Partner of Choice When It Matters

FN Herstal provides a wide range of products specifically
adapted to the requirements of Law Enforcement and
Security agencies. These include Less Lethal systems and
a full range of firearms, ammunition, training systems and
accessories. With over 125 years of experience in the
design and manufacture of high performance top quality
products for military and Law Enforcement customers,
FN Herstal is a safe choice as a reliable partner to provide
the best equipment to the men and women who face
danger every day to protect their fellow citizens.

www.fnherstal.com
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LESS LETHAL SYSTEMS

FN Herstal proposes a range of launchers and projectiles
that allow the user to gain compliance from a suspect
without causing severe or permanent injury. They provide
a proportional response to many situations, and bridge
the gap between basic equipment such as the baton, and
the extreme force of a firearm. The FN 303® product range
reduces the risks to security personnel, while avoiding
serious or lethal injury to the suspect. This not only saves
lives but avoids creating dangerous tensions between
the security forces and the community they serve.

www.fnherstal.com
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LESS LETHAL SYSTEMS

FN 303®

	

18mm (.68")

Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Shoulder-fired

QQ

Extremely accurate and effective
from 1m up to 50m

QQ

High capacity magazine: 15 projectiles

QQ

Operates using compressed air

QQ

Semi-auto mechanism provides rapid shots

QQ

No recoil, no noise, no flash, no propellant

The FN 303® less lethal launcher comes standard
with: one additional magazine, two speed loaders,
one cleaning rod, cleaning brush and oil bottle,

QQ FN 303® with optional optical sight

packed in a cardboard box with foam insert.

FN 303® PROJECTILES
QQ

The FN 303® less lethal solution relies on a dedicated launcher combined with an impact
projectile for optimum reliability and safety.

QQ

The FN 303® projectile delivers a sufficiently dissuasive level of pain within the impact zone to
disable targets temporarily. The energy is sufficient for other effects such as breaking side car
windows.

Caliber

Weight with loaded magazine
and full bottle

Length

Magazine capacity

Effective range

Colors available

Propulsion system

Energy

18mm (.68")

± 2.9 kg (± 6.39 lb)

745mm (29.33")

15 projectiles

1-50m (1-55 yds)

Black or orange

Compressed air

33 J (E0) /
22 J (E50)

The FN 303® and FN 303®-P less lethal launchers are designed exclusively for military and law enforcement use. Read the operator’s manual carefully and undergo a training course by an FN Herstal certified instructor before using the launcher.
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LESS LETHAL SYSTEMS

FN 303®-P

18mm (.68")

Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Compact launcher

QQ

Accurate and effective from 1m up to 20m

QQ

Operates using CO2 disposable cartridges

QQ

Magazine capacity: 7 shots

QQ

Semi-auto mechanism provides rapid shots

QQ

No recoil, no noise, no flash, no propellant

The FN 303®-P less lethal launcher comes standard

The FN 303® and FN 303®-P are

with 3 packs of yellow stickers, one oil bottle,

available with a number of certified

pipette, 3/32 hexagonal wrench, operator's manual,

QQ

accessories. More details on page 32.

QQ FN 303®-P

packed in a soft case.

A full range of FN 303® projectiles is available from FN Herstal. Each type offers same power level and accuracy.

IMPACT

IMPACT + MARKING EFFECT (INDELIBLE)

IMPACT + MARKING EFFECT (WASHABLE)

IMPACT + IRRITATING EFFECT

IMPACT (INERT POWDER)

Caliber

Weight with loaded magazine
and full cartridge

Length

Magazine capacity

Effective range

Colors available

Propulsion system

Energy

18mm (.68")

± 1.23 kg (± 2.71 lb)

290mm (11.42")

7 projectiles

1-20m (1-22 yds)

Black
with yellow stickers

CO2

25 J (E0) /
22 J (E20)

Always apply the rules specified in the manual. Inappropriate use of the FN 303® and FN 303®-P launchers can cause fatal injury. Never aim at the head or neck. Only use FN Herstal certified FN 303® projectiles.

www.fnherstal.com
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HANDGUNS

The pistol is the first available solution in situations
requiring the use of lethal force for most security
personnel. When it is required, the pistol must be instantly
available and flawlessly reliable, the life of the user
and the lives of other people may be in grave danger.
All products made by FN Herstal are designed to meet
the most demanding specifications, and manufactured
to the highest standards of quality. FN Herstal's pistols
are modern, high performance pistols that will reliably
enable the user to survive life-threatening situations.

www.fnherstal.com
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HANDGUNS

FN® 509

9x19mm
Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Designed and developed to meet the
requirements of the US Army Modular Handgun
System program

QQ

Extremely reliable

QQ

Highly ergonomic

QQ

Very accurate

QQ

Available with or without manual safety

QQ

Accepts every type of 9x19mm ammunition,
such as the specifically designed FN® EP
and EPT cartridges
QQ FN® 509 with manual safety

The FN® 509 handgun comes standard with one
additional magazine, additional backstrap, cleaning
kit, owner's manual and dedicated soft case.

The FN® 509 is available with a
number of certified accessories. More
details on page 32.
QQ FN® 509 without manual safety

Mechanism

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(empty magazine)

Weight
(loaded magazine)

Iron sights

Manual safety

Pre-loaded striker
autoloader

Short recoil

188mm (7.40")

101.6mm (4")

17 rounds

± 753 g (± 1.66 lb)

± 957 g (± 2.10 lb)

Fixed 3-dot
luminescent sights

With or without

10
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HANDGUNS

FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2

5.7x28mm
Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Very light weight

QQ

Low recoil ; rapid target engagement

QQ

20-round standard magazine

QQ

Short and light trigger pull

QQ

Extremely reliable

The FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 handgun fires the
5.7x28mm caliber cartridge, which was specifically designed and developed by FN Herstal. This
cartridge fully meets the operational requirements
of Law Enforcement personnel in terms of target effect and reduced size and weight while significantly
reducing the risk of collateral damage. More information on 5.7x28mm can be found on page 31.
QQ FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2

Together with the FN P90® Tactical submachine
gun, the FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 handgun and
associated cartridge constitute the iconic FN® 5.7
Weapon System.

The FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 is
available with a number of certified
accessories. More details on page 32.

Mechanism

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(empty magazine)

Weight
(loaded magazine)

Iron sights

Manual safety

Single action

Delayed blowback

208mm (8.2")

122mm (4.8")

20 rounds

± 662 g (1.46 lb)

± 790 g (1.74 lb)

White dot sights

Yes

www.fnherstal.com
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SUBMACHINE GUNS

Interventions by Law Enforcement and Security personnel
using lethal force impose a difficult balance between
maximizing terminal effect to rapidly incapacitate a
suspect even if he is wearing body armor, and minimizing
risks to colleagues and innocent bystanders. The
FN P90® Tactical is a compact weapon, easy to handle in
confined spaces, simple to use and to maintain, firing a
cartridge that is highly effective while greatly reducing
the risks of collateral damage. It provides the means to
face heavily armed criminals and terrorists effectively and
safely.

www.fnherstal.com
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SUBMACHINE GUNS

FN P90® Tactical

5.7x28mm
Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Very compact, even with magazine fitted

QQ

Fully ambidextrous

QQ

Low recoil firing single shots and full auto

QQ

50-round magazine

QQ

Available with semi-auto only or selective fire
trigger mechanism

QQ

Very easy to maintain

QQ

Fitted with an upper MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny
type rail for optical sights

QQ FN P90® Tactical with optional optical sight and visible light

Just like the FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 handgun,
the FN P90® Tactical submachine gun fires
the 5.7x28mm caliber cartridge designed and
developed by FN Herstal. This cartridge fully meets
the operational requirements of Law Enforcement
personnel in terms of target effect and reduced size
and weight while significantly reducing the risk of
collateral damage. More information on 5.7x28mm
can be found on page 31.

QQ FN P90® Tactical LV, featuring an integrated visible laser

The FN P90® Tactical is available with

OPTION
QQ

Also available with an integrated visible laser
(FN P90® Tactical LV)

Together with the FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
handgun, the FN P90® Tactical submachine gun and
associated cartridge constitute the iconic FN® 5.7
Weapon System.

a number of certified accessories.
More details on page 32.

Firing mode

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(empty magazine)

Weight
(loaded magazine)

Cyclic rate of fire

Maximum
effective range

Semi-auto, full auto

Blowback, firing from
closed breech

505mm (19.9")

264.1mm (10.4")

50 rounds

± 2.92 kg (± 6.4 lb)

± 3.2 kg (± 7.1 lb)

850 - 1,100 RPM

200m (220 yds)
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SUBMACHINE GUNS
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CARBINES & RIFLES

FN Herstal offers a wide variety of carbines and rifles
for all types of Law Enforcement and Security missions.
Based on the rifle that equips elite military Special Forces
worldwide, the FN SCAR® family is available in short and
standard barrel versions in 5.56mm (.223) and 7.62mm
(.308) calibers. The subcompact FN SCAR®-SC carbine
is the newest addition to the FN SCAR® family and is
available with various buttstock types according to the
mission at hand. Whatever the requirement, FN Herstal
has a shoulder-fired weapon to meet it.

www.fnherstal.com
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CARBINES & RIFLES

FN SCAR®-SC

	

5.56x45mm (.223)
Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Subcompact model derived from the
FN SCAR® rifle designed for US Special Forces,
specifically adapted for security missions

QQ

Extremely compact for use in confined spaces

QQ

Comes standard with a standard telescopic

QQ FN SCAR®-SC with standard
telescopic buttstock

buttstock
QQ

Non-reciprocating charging handle

QQ

Available in semi-auto or semi-auto/full auto

OPTIONS
QQ

Additional buttstock configurations available:
short telescopic buttstock, fixed buttstock,

QQ Short telescopic buttstock

foldable buttstock (concave or convex butt

QQ Foldable buttstock
with concave butt plate

QQ Foldable buttstock
with convex butt plate

plate) and foldable, adjustable offset buttstock
for aiming and shooting with anti-riot or
bulletproof helmet visor

The FN SCAR®-SC is available with a
number of certified accessories. More
details on page 32.
QQ Fixed buttstock

Caliber

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(without magazine)

Cyclic rate of fire

5.56x45mm (.223)

Gas operated,
rotating bolt

Fully extended:653mm (25.71")
Fully retracted:536mm (21.10")

190.5mm (7.5")

30 rounds

± 3.150 kg (± 6.94 lb)

550-650 rounds/min

Above technical details are valid for the FN SCAR®-SC featuring a standard telescopic buttstock.

18

QQ Foldable, adjustable offset buttstock
for use with anti-riot or bulletproof
helmet visor

www.fnherstal.com

CARBINES & RIFLES

FN SCAR®-L & FN SCAR®-H

5.56x45mm (.223) & 7.62x51mm (.308)
Calibers

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Derived from the FN SCAR® rifle designed for US
Special Forces, specifically adapted for security
missions

QQ

Available in semi-auto or semi-auto/full-auto

QQ

Available calibers: 5.56mm or 7.62mm

QQ

Comes standard with short barrel (10" in 5.56mm

QQ FN SCAR®-L CQC with foldable, adjustable buttstock
(concave butt plate)

or 13" in 7.62mm), with foldable, adjustable
buttstock (concave butt plate) allowing length of
pull and cheek piece adjustments

OPTIONS
QQ

Barrel can be changed to fit full length barrel for
longer ranges (14" for 5.56mm, 16" for 7.62mm)

QQ

QQ Foldable buttstock
with convex butt plate

QQ Standard telescopic buttstock

QQ Short telescopic buttstock

Additional buttstock configurations available:
fixed buttstock, standard or short telescopic
buttstock, foldable buttstock (convex butt plate)

All FN SCAR® rifles are available with

or foldable, adjustable offset buttstock for aiming

a number of certified accessories.

and shooting with anti-riot or bulletproof helmet
QQ Fixed buttstock

visor

QQ Foldable, adjustable offset buttstock for
use with anti-riot or bulletproof helmet
visor

More details on page 32.

Caliber

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(without magazine)

Cyclic rate of fire

FN SCAR®-L CQC

5.56x45mm (.223)

Gas operated,
rotating bolt

Extended: 788mm (31.02")
Collapsed:  724mm (28.05")
Folded: 
540mm (21.26")

254mm (10")

30 rounds

± 3.3 kg (± 7.27 lb)

550-650 rounds/min

FN SCAR®-H CQC

7.62x51mm (.308)

Gas operated,
rotating bolt

Extended:  893mm (35.16")
Collapsed:  830mm (32.68")
Folded: 
645mm (25.39")

300.2mm (13")

20 rounds

± 3.7 kg (± 8.15 lb)

550-650 rounds/min

Above technical details are valid for the CQC models featuring a foldable adjustable buttstock (concave buttplate).
www.fnherstal.com
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PRECISION RIFLES

The FN SCAR®-H PR precision rifle is a highly reliable
and extremely accurate weapon of choice for the
specialized Marksman. The semi-automatic 7.62mm
(.308) rifle with its heavy floating barrel and match
grade trigger provides rapid shots on target even at
long range. The long one-piece integrated top rail
allows day and night optics to be fitted in line. A choice
of buttstock options allow the rifle to be adapted to
the user’s needs. When there is no margin for error, the
FN SCAR®-H PR precision rifle can make the difference.

www.fnherstal.com
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PRECISION RIFLES

FN SCAR®-H PR

	

7.62x51mm (.308)
Caliber

KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Heavy 16" barrel gives accuracy to engage
targets at long ranges

QQ

Two stage match grade trigger

QQ

Long one-piece top rail allows in-line
mounting of telescopic sight and night vision
optics

QQ

Semi-auto mechanism provides rapid shots

QQ

Comes standard with foldable, adjustable
buttstock allowing length of pull and cheek
piece adjustments

QQ

QQ FN SCAR®-H PR, with foldable buttstock.
Shown here with optional scope and bipod.

Mechanical sights to engage targets at long
ranges

OPTION
QQ

Variant available with fixed tactical sniper type
buttstock allowing 10-position length
adjustment and 8-position cheek rest height

The FN SCAR®-H PR is available with a

adjustment

number of certified accessories. More
details on page 32.
QQ Fixed tactical sniper type buttstock

Caliber

Operating
principle

Weapon length

Barrel length

Magazine capacity

Weight
(without magazine)

7.62x51mm (.308)

Gas operated,
rotating bolt

Extended: 970mm (38.18")
Collapsed: 906mm (35.66")
Folded:  721mm (28.38")

406.4mm (16")

20 rounds
(10-round option)

± 4.27 kg (± 9.41 lb)

Above technical details are valid for the FN SCAR®-H PR featuring a foldable buttstock.
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PRECISION RIFLES
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TRAINING SYSTEMS

The shooter needs a sufficient level of basic skills to be
effective. Training to shoot with rifles is made difficult by
the lack of shooting ranges, the need to move personnel,
weapons and ammunition, and the limited number
of instructors. The FN® Expert system allows basic
marksmanship

instruction

and

combat

shooting

training. It can be set up in improvised locations
and

used

with

live

weapons,

simulated
dry

firing,

weapons
blank

(Airsoft)

firing,

or

or
live

firing. Simple to set up and to use, the FN® Expert is an
effective and cost saving training solution for shooters
and instructors.

www.fnherstal.com
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TRAINING SYSTEMS

FN® EXPERT	
KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Analyses the shooter’s marksmanship skills:
––Breathing
––Holding
––Aiming
––Triggering

QQ

Provides feedback showing the shooter’s weak
points

QQ

Safe training with duty or instrumented weapon

QQ

Dry, blank and live fire training

QQ

Indoor or outdoor from 4m to 300m

QQ

Different training modes are possible:
––Static (indoors or outdoors): single target at
known distance
––Dynamic: one or more shooters moving
and engaging multiple targets at unknown
distances (from 5m to 75m)

QQ

Solution fully deployable in various
environments (firing range, police station,
gymnasium, ship, etc.)

26

QQ

Cost-effective solution

QQ

Compatible with any rifle or carbine

Fire training

Operation

Target

Host weapons

Mounting

Dry, blank and live

Standalone mode with internal memory or with
wireless (Bluetooth) or wired (USB) communication

Ring or silhouette / single or multiple /
passive or active

Any rifles or carbines

On either MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny
type rail or barrel

www.fnherstal.com

TRAINING SYSTEMS

www.fnherstal.com
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AMMUNITION

FN Herstal designs and manufactures ammunition as
well as weapons. Cartridges that meet the specific needs
of Law Enforcement and Security forces are available
in 5.7x28mm and 9mm calibers. Designed for optimal
performance, and manufactured to the highest standards,
FN Herstal ammunition ensures maximum target effect
with reliable and safe functioning of the weapon.

www.fnherstal.com
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AMMUNITION

FN® EP & FN®EPT, 9x19mm
KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Specifically designed by FN Herstal for
security missions

QQ

Expanding FN® EP bullet ensures maximized
stopping power compared to standard 9mm
Ball and reduces risk of overpenetration

QQ

Rapid energy transfer guarantees reduced
collateral damage

QQ

Rounded nose for quick and reliable feeding

QQ

Non toxic: no lead or heavy metals in primer
and projectile

QQ

FN® EPT variant available for training:

FN® EP

FN® EPT

––Same ballistics as FN® EP operational
cartridge
––Indoor and outdoor use
––No damage to indoor shooting ranges
QQ

For all 9x19mm handguns and submachine
guns

30
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Cartridge length

Cartridge weight

Projectile weight

Muzzle velocity
(fired in NATO ballistic test barrel)

FN® EP

29.7mm (1.17’’)

± 10.15 g (± 0.34 oz)

± 5.9 g (91 grains)

± 400 m/s

FN® EPT

29.7mm (1.17’’)

± 10.15 g (± 0.34 oz)

± 5.9 g (91 grains)

± 375 m/s

AMMUNITION

FN®5.7x28mm 	
KEY BENEFITS
QQ

Fired from the FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 pistol
and FN P90® Tactical submachine gun

QQ

Very high hit probability
––Weapon-ammunition combination is highly
accurate
––Flat trajectory up to 200m (with FN P90® Tactical)

QQ

Penetration of soft body armor (up to NIJ level IIIA)

QQ

No over-penetration, reduced risk of ricochets

QQ

Reduced risk of collateral damage and high
probability of incapacitation

QQ

single shots and bursts, without degrading accuracy
QQ

SS190

SS192

Sb193

FR199

Ball

Soft core

Subsonic

Frangible

Also available with
environment-friendly primer

Also available with
environment-friendly primer

Ability to re-engage the target rapidly both with
Low recoil with both the FN Five-seveN®Tactical Mk2

Only available with
environment-friendly primer

and FN P90® Tactical

Cartridge length

Cartridge weight

Projectile weight

Muzzle velocity
with FN P90® Tactical

Muzzle velocity
with FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2

SS190
(Ball)

40.5mm (1.59 lb)

± 6.4 g (± 0.21 oz)

± 2.02 g (± 0.07 oz)

715 m/s

615 m/s

SS192
(Soft core)

40.5mm (1.59 lb)

± 6.15 g (± 0.20 oz)

± 1.77 g (± 0.06 oz)

725 m/s

640 m/s

Sb193
(Subsonic)

40.5mm (1.59 lb)

± 7.6 g (± 0.24 oz)

± 3.9 g (± 0.13 oz)

± 310 m/s

± 290 m/s

FR199
(Frangible)

40.5mm (1.59 lb)

± 6.7 g (± 0.21 oz)

± 2.3 g (± 0.07 oz)

630 m/s

515 m/s

www.fnherstal.com
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ACCESSORIES

FN Herstal offers a full range of accessories for all its
weapons. Some are designed and manufactured inhouse, and others, such as optical sights, are sourced
from specialized manufacturers of high grade products.
All accessories have been certified after thorough testing
on the weapon to ensure that they can be correctly
attached and function reliably with no negative effects
on the weapon.

www.fnherstal.com
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ACCESSORIES

SIGHTS
Red dot sight Micro T-2, 2 MOA
Red dot sight Micro T-2 with spacer, 2 MOA
Red dot sight CompM4, 2 MOA
3-12X50 PM II/P P4F non illuminated scope and 20 MOA support

LIGHTS & LASERS
Visible light with TLR-2 laser pointer
Visible light LED TL2
Red laser LMS-UNI-ES

SLINGS
Tactical sling, black, for FN P90® Tactical
Tactical sling, black, 2 points - 1 point, for FN SCAR®
Detachable tactical sling, black, 2 points - 1 point, for FN SCAR®
Tactical sling, black, for FN 303®

34
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FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
FN P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

SIGHTS / LIGHTS & LASERS / SLINGS

ACCESSORIES

FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
FN P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

FOREGRIPS / BIPODS / HOLSTERS

FOREGRIPS
Folding foregrip, black, 7 positions
Ergonomic pointing grip PTK

BIPODS
Adjustable bipod with quick attachment system for MIL-STD-1913 rail
Ajustable bipod Harris

HOLSTERS
Rigid holster, black, belt carrying, with one retention level
and protection (hood), for FN® 509 (for right-handed)
Rigid holster, black, thigh carrying, with one retention level
and protection (hood), for FN® 509 (for right-handed)
Rigid holster, black, concealed, with one retention level,
for FN® 509 (for right-handed)

More holsters on the following page

www.fnherstal.com
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ACCESSORIES

HOLSTERS (Continued)
Rigid holster, black, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (for right-handed)
Rigid holster, black, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (for left-handed)
Rigid holster, black, thigh carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (for right-handed)
Rigid holster, black, thigh carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (for left-handed)
Soft holster, black, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (ambidextrous)
Soft holster, green, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 (ambidextrous)
Rigid holster, black, thigh carrying, with one retention,
for FN 303®-P equipped with rails and laser (for right-handed)
Rigid holster, black, thigh carrying, with one retention,
for FN 303®-P equipped with rails and laser (for left-handed)

36
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FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
FN P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

HOLSTERS (CONTINUED)

ACCESSORIES

FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

MAGAZINE POUCHES

MAGAZINE POUCHES
Single magazine soft pouch, black, belt carrying, for 9mm magazine
Double magazines soft pouch, black, belt carrying, for 9mm magazines
Single magazine rigid pouch, black, belt carrying, for 9mm magazine
Double magazines soft pouch, black, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
magazines
Single magazine soft pouch, belt carrying, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 magazine
Double magazines soft pouch, black, belt carrying, for FN P90® Tactical magazines
Double magazines soft pouch, black, with M.O.L.L.E. system, for 30-round 5.56mm
magazines
Double magazines soft pouch, black, with M.O.L.L.E. system, for 20-round 7.62mm
magazines
Double magazines soft pouch, black, with M.O.L.L.E. system,
for 10-round 7.62mm magazines
Magazine pouch, black, with M.O.L.L.E. system, for FN 303® magazine

www.fnherstal.com
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ACCESSORIES

CASE COLLECTORS
Fired case collector, black, for FN P90® Tactical
Fired case collector, black, for FN SCAR®
Fired case collector, black, for FN SCAR®-H PR

MAGAZINES
17-round magazine, black, 9x19mm
20-round magazine, black, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
50-round magazine and plug, for FN P90® Tactical
30-round magazine, black, 5.56x45mm
20-round magazine, black, 5.56x45mm
20-round magazine, black, 7.62x51mm
10-round magazine, black, 7.62x51mm
15-round magazine
7-round magazine
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FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

CASE COLLECTORS / MAGAZINES 

ACCESSORIES

FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

LONG BARRELS, SOUND SUPPRESSORS & POUCHES

LONG BARRELS, SOUND SUPPRESSORS & POUCHES
Fluted long barrel for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
Sound suppressor for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
Soft pouch, black, for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2 sound suppressor
Sound suppressor for FN P90® Tactical
Soft pouch, black, for FN P90® Tactical sound suppressor
Sound suppressor and soft pouch, black for FN SCAR® 5.56mm cal.
Sound suppressor and soft pouch, black for FN SCAR® 7.62mm cal.
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ACCESSORIES

CARRYING BAGS & CASES
Carrying case for FN Five-seveN® Tactical Mk2
Carrying bag, black, for FN P90® Tactical
Carrying bag, black, for FN SCAR®-SC

Carrying bag, black, for FN SCAR®
Drag bag with shooting mat, black, for FN SCAR®-H PR
Carrying case for FN SCAR®-H PR
Carrying bag, black, for FN 303®
Carrying bag, black, for FN 303®-P
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FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC
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P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

CARRYING BAGS & CASES

ACCESSORIES

FN 303®-P

LESS LETHAL
SYSTEMS
FN 303®

PRECISION RIFLES
FN SCAR®-H PR

FN SCAR®-H

FN SCAR®-L

FN SCAR®-SC

CARBINES
& RIFLES

SUBMACHINE GUNS
FN P90® Tactical

FN Five-seveN®
Tactical Mk2

FN® 509

HANDGUNS

BUTTSTOCKS / MISCELLANEOUS

BUTTSTOCKS
Standard telescopic buttstock FN SCAR®-SC, black
Short telescopic buttstock FN SCAR®-SC, black
Foldable buttstock FN SCAR®, black, for helmet
Foldable buttstock FN SCAR®, black, with concave butt plate
Foldable buttstock FN SCAR®, black, with convex butt plate
Fixed buttstock FN SCAR®, black, with concave butt plate
Tactical buttstock FN SCAR®-H TPR, black

MISCELLANEOUS
Lateral rail MIL-STD-1913
Yoke filler
Compressed air tank, black
Pack of 450 CO2 cartridges
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All products marketed by FN HERSTAL, S.A., Belgium, are restricted to
military, security, law enforcement and special forces sales only, and are
subject to export licenses/permits by Belgian authorities (Walloon Region).
They therefore are targeting only and exclusively an informed and seasoned
specific professional audience.
Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that all product
photographs, descriptions and specifications in this catalogue are accurate.
However, inadvertent errors may occur, and changes in design or materials,
due to our continual effort to improve products, may result in some change
in specifications before subsequent publications are issued. Products –
weapons and/or accessories without the list being exhaustive – shown in this
catalogue are for indication and illustration purposes only and are therefore
not intended to commit FN HERSTAL, S.A. in any capacity whatsoever. The
specifications or other figures are given for indication only and have no
contractual value. FN HERSTAL, S.A. reserves the right to modify or change
the specifications at any time without prior notice. The models displayed in
this catalogue may not be available worldwide, depending on the range of
products available in the country of origin and/or destination. In this regard,
FN HERSTAL, S.A. may not be held responsible for any reason whatsoever.
No part of this catalogue, partly or entirely, may be used, fixed, reproduced,
adapted, translated, entered into a database or even released to the public,
without prior and written permission of FN HERSTAL, S.A. All trademarks,
service brands, logos and brand names as well as copyrights, used here are
trademarks or registered trademarks or copyrights owned by FN HERSTAL,
S.A. – except otherwise specified – and may therefore not be used, copied,
reproduced, republished, uploaded, sent, transmitted, sold or altered in any
way without the prior written permission of FN HERSTAL, S.A. and/or any
third party copyrights owner, if the case may be. All copyrights owners of
published images in this catalogue have been identified whenever possible.
Should a copyright be omitted, the copyright owner is invited to contact the
Communication Department of FN HERSTAL, S. A.. All rights reserved for all
countries. © FN HERSTAL, S.A. -02 2018

FN Herstal Customer Contact
FN Herstal has much to offer our Security
customers. If you have any questions
about the products within this catalogue
or associated services, contact us at:
QQ
QQ
QQ

Phone No. +32 4 240 81 11
fn-security@fnherstal.com
www.fnherstal.com/contact
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